Subject: Tender for Supply, Transportation PARKER make Quick Coupling Valves for Industrial Gas Pipe Lines at Carriage Periodic Overhauling work shop Project for EC Railway at Harnaut, Nalanda, Bihar.


It may please be noted that the “Item Description” of Sl. No 1. and 3. In Annexure I, II and IV of the subject NIT are revised as under:

Sl. 01 (for DA pipe line)
GM Quick Coupling valve with auto shut Off features having zero leakage with no lubrication which will be connected at the end of down take pipeline

Make: Parker Part No. 5401-8-8 and any other additional part whichever necessary to suit above requirement. (Size1/4’’)

Sl. 01 (for O2 pipe line)
Brass Quick Coupling valve with auto shut off features having zero leakage with no lubrication which will be connected at the end of down take pipeline.

Make: Parker Part no. 65KSIW13MVX/65SS/W13MXX with male adapter P/N 4HMK4SS and any other additional part whichever necessary to suit above requirement.

Seating material and the connecting portion of the valve body part should not interact with O2 line and cause fire.

All other Description, terms & conditions of NIT No. - ERO/MMD/585/1029 dated 13.04.2015 remain unchanged.

General Manager(MMD)
Engineering Projects (India) Ltd.

Date: 22.04.2015